2019 SEAISI TRAINING PROGRAMME
TAIWAN
(20 - 26 OCT 2019)

Theme:
Smart Manufacturing in The Steel Industry

About The Programme

SEAISI Training Programme is dedicated to ensuring that steel companies in South East Asia can keep up with the world - class management and engineering practices of steel companies in the SEAISI’s Supporting Member Countries (Australia, South Korea, and Taiwan) as well as Japan.

The 2019 SEAISI Training Programme will be held in Taiwan from 20 - 26 Oct 2019. The theme for this Training is ‘Smart Steel Manufacturing in The Steel Industry’, and will focus on certain areas such as Operation (Steelmaking & Rolling Mill), Maintenance System, Quality Improvement, R&D, Logistics System, and Environmental Management.

Kaohsiung
China Steel Corporation (CSC)
Lectures - Plant Tour - Cultural Trip

Tainan
Walsin Lihwa
Lectures - Plant Tour - Cultural Trip

Taichung
Feng Hsin Steel
Lectures - Plant Tour - Cultural Trip

Taoyuan
Tung Ho Steel
Lectures - Plant Tour - Cultural Trip

For More Information
Reza J Wardhana (Reza, Mr)
reza.jwardhana@seaisi.org
+60 3 5519 1102
LECTURES

- The Intellecitive Development of Steel Industry (NUK)
- Predictive Maintenance Technology and Use Cases (CSC)
- Intelligent RFID Logistics System (CSC)
- AI in Process Monitoring & Tuning Application (CSC)
- Intelligent Control for Reheating Furnaces (CSC)
- Creative Development Activities in CSC (CSC)
- Application of Computer Simulation in The Evaluation and Design of Hot Rolling Line Rectification (Walsin Lihwa)
- The Implementation of On-Line Monitoring in Feng Hsin Steel
- EAFD & Slag Recycling for Taiwan EAF Plant (Taiwan Steel Union)
- Prediction Classification of Damage of Steel Rolling Process (Tung Ho Steel)

ACCOMMODATIONS

TSIIA will assist the participants to book the accommodation at the hotels mentioned below. Participants are requested to make the individual payment upon check out. Kindly take note that participants will be responsible for the cancellation fee, if any.

HOTELS

1) Cozy Hotel (Kaohsiung)
2) Evergreen Laurel Hotel (Taichung)
3) City Suites Gateway (Taoyuan)
4) K Hotel Tianjin (Taipei)

RATES

1) ~USD 90 /room/night nett
2) ~USD 100 /room/night nett
3) ~USD 70 /room/night nett
4) ~USD 90 /room/night nett

PERIOD OF STAY

1) 20-23 Oct 2019
2) 23-24 Oct 2019
3) 24-25 Oct 2019
4) 25-26 Oct 2019

REGISTRATION

To register, please contact your respective National Committees. Places are limited. The participants need to be responsible for the following costs:

1) Air Fare
2) Accommodation
3) Transportation from and to the Airport in Taiwan
4) Meals for certain days